Hey everyone!
I hope you are all doing fine, enjoying life like I am! I have been quite busy lately, because of
my final exams, and they are still not finished! All I did was studying and studying, I
seriously can’t wait for this whole thing to be over, so I can start to enjoy the summer. It is so
hot here lately, almost everyday around 30, so I spent my days out on the balcony in bikinis
studying, which worked out nicely for me, I got a nice tan, and good results too. My higher
grade maths is altogether 94% !!! ☺ Hungarian so far is 90%, and History is 92%, but I still
have to do orals from them this Wednesday. But to be honest I really don’t feel like studying
for them, because I already have the maximum points for my university application, so I’m
like unofficially accepted, yupeee…. My parents are already looking for rent in the capital for
me and my brother. I will study tourism and catering in English.
Before the whole finals started we had a big ceremony at school for us matrics to say bye-bye
to the school. These pix were taken then. Girls all wear the same shirt it is like a uniform for
ceremonies, and then we had the same skirt done just for the event, and the guys same suit,
with that funny pink shirt and tie, they looked so hot in it :D
My entire family and all my friends came to see it, and then we all had a nice lunch with the
family at a restaurant, and 2 days later exams started.
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Was funny to see these orange flowers,
I remember them growing outside in
SA, here they sell them as exotic
flower
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goodbye
present from
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biscuit and a
quotation from
someone
famous
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This is the writer after whom the school was
named, he was local, but I personally don’t like his books, he didn’t seem to respect women a
lot!That logo thing was made from flowers and it looked beautiful!

I haven’t planned a lot for this summer. I will go with a rotary camp to the capital to look after
the short term exchanges, and we will go down to river Tisza for a few days camping with the
classmates, and hopefully with my old class too, if we can find a date good for everyone. My
parents are already spending every weekend at our weekend house, I will probably hold a
birthday party there like I did last summer, so all of you invited around the 6 of august!
That’s all the news from Hungary, now it’s all your turn to tell me what you have been up to!
Take care
Love you all

Barbi

Ps: for people worried about my weight, I lost everything I put on in SA, I actually weigh less
than I did 2 years ago this time! So this summer I will turn up at the pool ☺☺☺☺

